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Save the Date to
Participate in
Discussion of
Public Humanities
What does the work of the PRF

program look like in practice and

how could it inspire your own

work? Whether you're a faculty

member looking to refresh your

teaching and research by

experimenting with public

engagement, or a student seeking opportunities to connect your

learning to timely issues in our communities, we invite you to join us

for an interactive discussion of the public humanities at UP. Topics will

include: the central tenets of the public humanities; how the PRF

program works and how to get involved; and collective brainstorming

of future annual themes and potential community partnerships.

Thursday, 4/8/21, 4:00-5:15 PDT 

Event details and Zoom link here>> 

PRF Website O�ers New Ideas for
Teaching, Research 
Another way to learn more about how the public humanities might

inspire exciting directions for your work is to check out the Resources

section on the PRF website. There you'll find a variety of tools and

project examples that show how others have used public humanities

methods to ignite new forms of scholarship and pedagogy. The

Humanities for All site, for instance, archives nearly 2,000 public

humanities projects, showcasing the range of unique, engaged work

happening across the country. Stay tuned for PRF's contribution to the

site: the program has been invited by the National Humanities Alliance

to write a post in the coming months for the site's popular blog. 

Check out more tools and resources on the PRF site>>

Student Fellow
Brings Oregon
Humanities Project
to UP, Other
Campuses Across
the State 
Over the last year, college students have

encountered a series of previously

unthinkable challenges, from the abrupt

shift to remote learning, to isolation from friends and family, to the

navigation of academic and personal goals through a screen.  Student

fellow Vy-An Nguyen wants UP students to channel those experiences

into meaningful connection. She recently began interning at Oregon

Humanities and is bringing their popular Dear Stranger letter-

exchange project to colleges across the state. The program is simple:

students write letters about their experience over the past year and

send them to the Oregon Humanities office. There the letters get

paired with others from across Oregon; writers will receive a letter

from another anonymous student from a different university.

According to Vy-An, "The online learning environment makes it

extremely difficult for students to meet new people and interact with

other students." The Dear Stranger project provides the opportunity to

"step away from the screen" and see the past year through someone

else's eyes, giving students a chance to in turn see their own experience

anew.

See the program flyer for details on how to participate >>  

PRF Community Roundtable Shows
Why Engaged Research Matters
Studies suggest that students and faculty are drawn to the idea of

publicly-engaged research, but often don't know where to start. One

way to begin is by developing relationships with community members

and organizations that are working on issues related to one's academic

interests. Last month, the PRF program hosted a roundtable

discussion with organizations working on issues of displacement in

Portland and participants shared useful advice for how university

members can most effectively connect their work with local

communities. According to Cameron Herrington (Living Cully), there's

tremendous potential in "bringing the university to the community to

build knowledge together," but that relationship is "most productive

when you define the research needs" with the organization, rather than

beforehand. Alyssa Macy (Confederated Tribes of Warm Springs)

echoed this idea, arguing that "you need to get to know us and be in

relationship with us before you come to the table" with a fully-formed

project. The roundtable showcased the important work that local

organizations are doing and gave the audience a chance to envision

how UP might harness its resources to assist in that work. 

Watch the roundtable discussion below. 

Program Connects Undergraduate
Research, Professional Development
Research shows that participating in undergraduate research is a high-

impact practice for students' educational development, but it's also

important for professional development. The PRF students are

spending the next few weeks creating resumé accomplishment

statements and project pitches that translate their work in the program

to professional settings. Amy Cavanaugh, Career Center Director,

visited the PRF course to help fellows brainstorm ways to frame their

roles as undergraduate researchers for their particular career interests.

The students will workshop their materials to develop strategies for

writing and talking about their projects so that they can best capture

the work they've done across the year for job market materials,

interviews, and graduate school applications. 

Are you a student engaged in undergraduate research?

Check out these tips for how to frame your work>>
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